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Explore the latest discounts and promotions on our clean, human-grade dog food.
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50% off your first box

Time to start fresh. Score 50% off your pup’s first box of meals.
Get started






What our pups are saying
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[image: Bella, a Shih Tzu dog]Bella
1-year-old Shih Tzu"I got Bella when she was 8 weeks old she never wanted regular dog food. She was such a picky eater and she loves varieties, so I started cooking for her but was always afraid she’s not getting the nutrients her little body needs. I came across Ollie and saw it was homemade food with all the nutrients and a variety of different menus. I decided to try it and she loves it. It was a blessing for me also in that it saved me a lot of time and stress in deciding what I should cook for her."
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 Beagle & Dachshund Mix"I adopted him from a rescue shelter he was underweight and I decided I was going to give Ollie a try. He loves the food, and now his weight is up from 11 pounds to 17 pounds. Thank You!"
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4-year-old Norfolk Terrier"We started Ollie three weeks before Stella’s TPLO surgery. We were told she needed to lose at least 5 lbs. She has gained weight because of her injury. She ended up losing 10 lbs before the surgery. The vet was super pleased and she has been able to move a lot easier on her joints. We always bought what we thought were great brands of dog food but eliminating the kibble, and having proportioned packets has made her a healthier animal."
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3-year-old Mixed Breed"Bear has been eating Ollie for a little over a year and LOVES it. I get asked all the time how her coat and teeth look so healthy and I sing Ollie praises every single time! Not to mention the incredible customer service and reliability. I am impressed every time we get a shipment at how timely and well packaged her food arrives. Few things in life are certain: death, taxes, and our Ollie shipments! Thank you for keeping my pup so darn healthy!"
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Canine Support Center
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caninecare@myollie.com
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Call 844-88-OLLIE (65543)
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Text 844-88-OLLIE (65543)*
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*By texting us, you consent to receive text messages from Ollie at the mobile number you used to text and you are opting-in to receive future messages or a phone call at the number you provided. Message & Data rates may apply. Reply STOP anytime to opt-out.






If you are using a screen reader and are having problems using this website, please call 1-844-88-OLLIE (65543) for assistance.
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